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ENTOMOLOGY -- In·jurious I nsects

Are Insects In.iuring Farm-Stored Grain in Minnesota? -- H. H. Shepard, Division
of Entomology.
No Cause for Panic -- With his granary filled to the top the farmer is concerned as
to the safety of his grain assets this fall. The weather around threshing time,
especially in the case of barley and oats, was so rainy and generally wet, however,
that special storage problems arose about w·hich the farmer has often been unable to
obtain reliable information. In fact all sorts of exaggerated rumors have gone
around about insects in the grain. The insect problems are serious enough, but when
clearly outlined they will be seen to be no cause for panic.
Moisture in Grain Is Root of Trouble -- Hoisture in grain may do three things:
first, it may cause mold organisms to grow and the grain to become musty; second, if
enough moisture is present the grain will become v1arm or even hot enough to burn in
exceptional cases; third, many insects associated with grain and grain products require some excess mois ture and are attracted to damp grain .
Special Note to Agents: Contents this
letter may and should be used as publicity
in localities affected. -- Paul E. Miller.
Naturally, all these conditions can be corrected by airing the grain so it
is dried out thoroughly. The amount of airing necessary, of course, depends upon
how damp the grain was originally. A shallow bin of grain that is only slightly
above nornal in moisture content may be protected sufficiently by shovelling the
grain back and forth in the bin once. In other cas es it may be necessary to run the
grain out of the bin on a dry day and elevate it into another one, allowing it to
fall as far as possible, in other words, exposing it to dry air as much as possible.
Fanning or blowing the grain also removes grain chaff or cob dust as well as many
insects, so the grain gains very much from such treatment. The chief argument given
for not moving the grain is that the bins are too full. The obvious answer is that
some room should be left for grain to be moved just as the elevators are forced to
do.
Several Insect Species Present -- Although the chief damage to grain in farm bins in
the central and south central parts of Minnesota in September was because of molding,
insects have been present and have led many people to believe them the cause of the
trouble. Many kinds of insects are involved so the following is a statement of the
general situation as seen in several trips through the affected areas by the writer.
Three or four kinds of insects have been common in the bins. One is a tiny fly-like
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":psocid 11 , an insect related to the cor:mon book-louse, This insect is so different
fron the usual grain pest that it has perhaps caused the nost alarm, yet identification has shown it to be associated nerely with damp straw in the field. It therefore came into the bins along with the new grain. It cannot injure the grain and we
kno;.r fron observation it will die soon after the grain is thoroughly dry. In cases
where it occurs in dry grain it is probably tenpotarily there fron nearby danp grain
or the grain still contains enough moisture without itself being injured. The
psocids feed on particles of grain and grain straw.
Associated with damp grain also are two or three tiny reddish or bro\v.n
beetles that occur more or less generally around farm buildings and that were able
to increase in large numbers when they fotind themselves provided with damp barley
and other grains. Most of these tiny beetles die or disappear when the grain is
dried and cleaned as can be demonstrated if one keeps some of the insects a few days
in a jar of dry corn chaff. Of course, some kinds of insects found in damp grain
will also live in rather dry chaff, for instance the so"called saw-toothed grain
beetle. Just how dry the grain must be to prevent a given insect species from
developing is not known exactly. Whatever the figure it would vary according to the
kind of grain involved•
Recleaning Sometimes Needed -- In cases where insect troubles are not due to grain
moisture they are probably caused by cob dust or 5Tain chaff in which the insects
can develop. Recleaning of shelled corn or blowing the chaff away from the bin at
the time of shelling will prevent most of the trouble with insects in shelled corn
in Minnesota. However, surprisingly little shelled corn here has any infestation,
thanks to the cold Minnesota winters•
Although any grain insect is promptly termed a "we eV'il 11 by the ordinary
person, the only true weevils are dark-colored beetles, each with a decided snout.
They are so easily killed by cold weather that they only survive the winter in
Minnesota in heated buildings or in ~uantities of grain large enough to provide protection. They die in about a week at grain temperatures where they are located, as
moderately low as 20 above zero Fahrenheit, or in a few hours at zero.
Fumigation Not Usually Needed -- In view of all these things fumigation of farm
grain bins is seen to be relatively unimportant in Minnesota at the moment. Fumigation cannot help where the trouble is due to excess moisture. Furthermore grain
that is below about 70 degrees is too cool to be fumigated unless the amount of
chemical is increased considerably. At grain temperatures below 60, fumigation is
usually no longer practical, and below about 50 most of the insects have stopped
feeding and are entirely inactive.
Since much unreliable information regarding farm grain fumigants has been
circulated the following information will be of value for reference in those exceptional cases when fumigation must be resorted to. The recommended non~inflamnmble
li~uid fumigant for grain bin treatment is ethylene dichloride, 3 parts to one part
of carbon tetrachloride by volume. However• the 4-to~l and 5-to-1 mixtures being
sold have such a low fire hazard and are so rrruoh more effective that they are probbably well worth using. Some commercial brands contain also small amounts of carbon
disulfide, although if more than about 10 per cent, the vapor from the mixture may
be explosive, Carbon disulfide should not be used by itself; it is far more dangerous than gasoline from the standpoint of explosion hazard. The ethylene dichloride
mixtures are being applied rather generally in too small amounts (1 to 1.5 pounds
per 1000 bushels) to be effective, except where the insects are confined to cob or
grain dust at the top of the bin. Fumigation of a filled grain bin to be effective
re~uires from 4 to 6 gallons of the fumigant mixture per 1000 bushels• Where the
grain is more than 5 or 6 feet deep (somewhat deeper in the case of shelled corn),
it is necessary to introduce part of the fumigant well down in the grain at various
points by means of a pipe or special probe. Even though the fumigant vapor is
heavier than air• it fails to sink down very far because of absorption by the upper
layers of grain,

